Avast Driver Updater
Scan, update, and fix all your PC’s drivers so it can perform at its best

Reduce problems with
connected devices

Enjoy faster
browsing

Prevent freezing
and crashing

Improve graphics
and audio quality

Driver Updater finds the latest driver
versions for maximum stability and
fewer bugs. Helps solve connection
problems, mouse or printer issues,
and much more.

Keep your Wi-Fi connection
from dropping. Driver Updater
eliminates these interruptions
with just a few clicks so you
always stay connected.

Update faulty and old drivers
— the top cause of crashes,
freezes, and bluescreens — so
you don’t have to miss a beat.

Boost performance by updating
graphics and audio drivers so
you can enjoy crisper audio
and images in multimedia apps,
streaming services, and games.

Scan, update, and fix all your PC’s drivers to keep
your computer and its accessories running smoothly
If you’re having problems with your PC, or any connected devices, then it could be due to
your drivers. There’s no need to spend time trying to fix these problems yourself.
Scans in real-time

Solves hardware related problems

Automatically scans over 5 million
drivers for peak PC performance

Seamlessly installs drivers from
more than 1,300 major brands

Our new driver engine scans
in real-time to make sure you
have all the latest drivers
installed on your device.

Driver Updater unlocks the potential
of your current connected devices,
revives old hardware, and resolves
‘Unknown device’ problems by finding
the right driver for each device.

Driver Updater detects old, corrupt,
missing, or outdated drivers, fixes bugs
and vulnerabilities, and backs up and
restores current drivers.

Our one-click scan makes it easy to find the
drivers you need for your printer, scanner,
camera, speakers, keyboard, router, and other
connected devices. Drivers are installed one at
a time to avoid hardware conflicts.

Avast Driver Updater is loaded with features
Automatically scans your computer for corrupt, missing, and outdated drivers
Safety checks by Avast Threat Labs to make sure every single driver is safe and
secure before it gets to your PC
Checks more than 300,000 hardware devices
Builds and maintains your unique PC profile for fast access to the drivers you need
Backs up your drivers to help revert unwanted changes
Prevents hardware problems with a scaled installation process
Scans weekly or on-demand for the latest updates

System requirements:
Windows 10, 8/8.1, 7 SP1 or higher; 256 MB RAM or above,
400 MB free space on the hard disk.
An internet connection is needed to download and install the program
Screen resolution no less than 1024 x 768 pixels
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